
Savage Star Wars
This document makes use of Savage Worlds: 
Deluxe Explorers Edition. Page numbers and rules 
references refer to the print copy of that book, 
which you may purchase directly from the 
publisher here: 
https://www.peginc.com/store/savage-worlds-
deluxe-explorers-edition/

Aliens & Droids
The variety of alien races and droid designs in Star 
Wars is staggering. If you choose to play an alien 
or droid, refer to “Making Races” on page 22 of the
core book and consult with your GM for suitable 
modifications. The book also has an Android race 
template that makes a good base for droids and 
how they may be different from other characters.

Skills

Computers [Smart]1

Access, program, and hack computer systems. 

A successful computer check can:

• Activate or deactivate a computer-
controlled device. 

• Perform a computer-assisted task.
• Slice into a secured system.
• Write a program.
• Access or delete/conceal information stored

on a system.

1 The concepts behind computers in Star Wars are out-
dated compared to today’s technology. Computers are 
generally large, bulky equipment with lots of switches 
and mysterious blinking lights. You’ll often need direct 
access to the hardware in order to make use of it. There is
an internet, of sorts, used to transmit between star 
systems. Local networks are less common, usually 
private, and always secured.

Use the Force [Spirit]

You feel the Force that connects all things. 

This skill is restricted to those who have take the 
Force Sensitive edge.

If successful, you may Use the Force to:

• Sense. You are aware of living creatures in 
the scene and may target them as though 
you had line of sight to them. With a raise, 
you may tell if their current attitude is light,
dark, or neutral, and if they are sensitive to 
the Force. A raise may increase your range, 
reveal additional details, or expand 
awareness to non-living objects—
particularly if they are familiar to you or 
significant to the scene. 

• Levitate. You may move or manipulate a 
target object up to twice your Spirit in 
weight within the limits of your awareness.

• Meditate. You gain a Bennie that may only 
be used for Force Edges and [Dark] 
Hindrances in the next scene. On a raise, 
you may use use the Bennie this scene 
instead.

This skill may also be used to defend against a Test
of Will initiated by a Force Edge or [Dark] 
Hindrance.

New Hindrances

Alien [Minor or Major]

You aren’t from around here or your kind aren’t 
welcome here.

[Minor] You take a -1 penalty to your Charisma 
when dealing with “the locals”. 

Tests made by others to remove conditions, 
wounds or fatigue from you takes an additional -1 
penalty due to your unfamiliar physiology.
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[Major] As above, but the penalty increases to -2 
and you may face open racism against your 
species.

Do, or Do Not [Major]

Either you can, or you can't. 

[Major] Unless you roll a critical failure, you may 
not spend a Bennie to re-roll a failed trait test.

No Disintegrations [Minor or Major]

You refuse to kill.

[Minor] Making an attack that deals lethal damage 
counts as two actions, invoking the multi-action 
penalty as normal.

[Major] As above, but you also gain a level of 
Fatigue which cannot be removed until you atone 
for the action.

New Edges

Bodyguard

You would sacrifice your life for another.

Requirements: Agility d8

You may interpose yourself between one adjacent 
ally and an attack targeting it. Unless the attack roll
Aces, the attack targets you instead.

I’ve Got a Bad Feeling…

It isn’t paranoia if they are really out to get you.

Requirements: Spirit d6

When the GM spends a Bennie, mutter “I’ve got a 
bad feeling about this...” to gain a +1 bonus to one 
trait test before the end of the current scene.

Multiple invocations of this talent are not 
cumulative and must be applied to separate tests.

Never Tell Me the Odds

“Somebody shut him up!”

See Elan (core book, page 38).

Gear
Use the default options from the core book (pages 
59-65), re-skinned as necessary.

Specifically:
• Molecular Knife/Sword—Vibroblade
• Lasersword—Lightsaber
• Powered Armors—Various Stormtrooper
• Laser Pistols/Rifles—Blasters

I also recommend the alternate Ammo rules (page 
93 core book).

Situational Rules

Suffocation

When someone is deprived of breath, be it by 
strangulation or exposure to vacuum, they are in 
danger of suffocation. Make a Vigor check at the 
beginning of each round that you cannot breathe. If
you fail, gain 1 level of Fatigue. If you are 
incapacitated, you will die within a number of 
rounds equal to half your Vigor.
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Interludes
Interludes can be used to expand your character's 
connection to the story in ways that fit the Star 
Wars theme. Here's some suggested alternates to 
the chart on page 105.

• Clubs—Tales of Oppression
• Spades—Tales of Resistance
• Diamonds—Tales of the Underworld
• Hearts—Tales of Impossible Dreams

The Force
The Force is a mystical energy field generated by 
all life and it permeates the galaxy. Those who are 
sensitive to it gain a greater awareness of the world
around them and can manipulate it to perform 
astounding feats.

Like all power, the Force is defined by how it is 
wielded. Since before the creation of the Republic, 
the Jedi Order has been the dominant Force 
tradition in the galaxy. In opposition to them, stand 
the less numerous Sith. Combined, they form 
opposite sides of the same coin. Selfless vs Self. 
Passive vs Active. The Will of the Force vs the Will
to Power.

The Jedi – A Jedi uses the Force for knowledge 
and defense. They meditate to know the will of the 
Force and try to act in accordance with that will. A 
Jedi tries to act from a calm and composed state of 
mind. They try to avoid emotional attachments, lest
they be drawn into bitterness, jealousy, or rage.

Most Jedi cannot maintain this detachment and 
must balance their infractions with acts of 
atonement or purification. Paragons of the Jedi way
may appear aloof and dispassionate to those not 
well-versed in their lore.

The Sith – A Sith acts in accordance to their 
desires and do not sit idly by when something can 
be done to achieve them. Sith have a will to power 
that draws on their passions or fears for strength. 
Some might argue that these powerful emotions are
the raw stuff of a life fully lived and therefore grant
a stronger connection to the Force.

Force Edges

Battle Meditation

You may coordinate your allies efforts through the 
Force.

Requirements: Veteran, Force Sensitive, 
Command

Your leadership edges (page 40, core book) may 
effect anyone you can Sense. 

If your attack incapacitates an enemy Wild Card, 
the bonuses your leadership edges grant to your 
allies increase by +1 for 1 round.

If you are incapacitated for any reason, the bonuses
your leadership edges grant to your allies become 
penalties until the end of the scene or until you are 
are back in the fight. The GM may give you a 
Bennie to increase these penalties by -1.

Beast Master

Through the Force, nature answers your call.

Requirements: Seasoned, Force Sensitive, 
Suggestion

You may Use the Force in a Test of Wills (pg 86 
core book) against the Spirit of a living beast you 
can Sense. 
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If you succeed,  the creature is not Shaken and acts 
as your ally for the duration of the scene. It can 
perform simple tasks for you, allow you or your 
companions to ride it, and attack or defend on your 
command. At the end of the scene, the creature 
wanders off.

On a raise you may affect additional targets (roll 
Spirit) in the same scene. 

Choke

“Apology accepted...”

Requirements: Seasoned, Force Sensitive, Control

You may roll Use the Force to make a ranged 
attack against one living creature you can Sense. 

This attack ignores armor and inflicts Fatigue 
instead of Wounds.  Roll 2d6 damage.

If you have a [Dark] edge or hindrance, you may 
inflict wounds instead.

Control

Force spirit.

Requirements: Force Sensitive

Any time you would roll a Vigor or Spirit for a test,
you may roll Use the Force Instead.

Deflection

You anticipate your opponent’s volleys.

Requirements: Force Sensitive

While you posses an ignited lightsaber, an imbued 
weapon or imbued armor, you may use your Parry 
to defend against Shooting or Throwing attacks.

You may spend a Bennie to Deflect attacks if you 
do not have a lightsaber, imbued weapon, or 

imbued armor. This effect lasts until the end of the 
scene.

Distract/Blind

Your opponent’s sense are fooled.

Requirements: Force Sensitive

Choose a target opponent and roll Use the Force 
against their Agility or Smarts.

If you succeed, choose one: the opponent takes a -2
penalty to Parry until the start of their next turn or 
you gain a +2 bonus to your next action is if it an 
opposed test against the target.

On a raise, the target is also Shaken.

If you spend a Bennie, you may increase the area 
of effect to all opponents in a medium burst or you 
may blind one of the target’s senses until the start 
of their next turn.

Empathy

Listen to their feelings...

Requirements: Force Sensitive

Once per round, you can determine the prevailing 
emotion in a creature you can Sense. If you rolled a
raise on your Use the Force check to Sense, you 
may glean additional details, such as the subject of 
or the inspiration for the emotion.
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Farseeing

Through the Force, you can receive visions.

Requirements: Seasoned, Force Sensitive

When you roll Use the Force to meditate, on a 
success you may instead describe a plausible scene 
in your immediate future.

Both the player and the GM gain one free Bennie 
than may only be used in a scene where the vision 
has come to pass. You do not need to be present in 
the scene and may spend the free Bennie on behalf 
of other characters as if they were yourself.

On a raise, only the player receives the free Bennie.

Force Sensitive

You have an innate sense of the life force that 
moves through all things, penetrating and binding 
them together.

Requirements: None.

You gain access to the Use the Force skill and may 
gain Forces Edges.

Jump

Leap incredible distances using The Force.

Requirements: Force Sensitive

Roll Use the Force.

On a success, you may jump up to a height equal to
half your pace, or out to a distance equal to your 
pace.

On a raise, you may double the distance jumped.

If you spend a Bennie, you may survive a fall from 
any distance and land on your feet, provided that 
something other than the impact doesn’t kill you 
first.

Imbue

You temporarily infuse an object with the Force.

Requirements: Veteran, Force Sensitive

Choose Armor or Weapon and roll Use the Force: 

• Weapon—If you succeed, one non-
powered melee weapon you wield gains AP
2 until the end of the scene. 

• Armor—If you chose armor instead, the 
armor you wear may subtract two points of 
AP from an attack that hits it.

Increase the bonus to armor or weapon by 1 for 
each raise.

You may only imbue one item at a time. 

If you spend a Bennie, this effect lasts until the end
of the session instead.

Push

Knock your opponents down with the Force.

Requirements: Force Sensitive

You may roll Use the Force to to make a ranged 
attack against every creature and unsecured object 
within the cone template.

If you succeed, the targets are pushed a distance 
equal to your Spirit roll along the path of the cone. 
If the targets are prevented from moving the full 
distance because they struck an obstacle, they are 
Shaken.

On a raise, you may maximize the Spirit roll to 
determine distance.

You may spend a Bennie to use the Medium Burst 
template instead, centered on yourself.
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Psychometry

You can sense impressions left in the Force 
surrounding an object.

Requirements: Force Sensitive

When touching an object that is significant to 
yourself, the scene or the plot, you may receive a 
vision from the GM regarding the object's 
significance. 

If the object does not currently hold any 
significance, you may spend a Bennie to craft your 
own vision. If the GM approves, the item becomes 
significant to the scene or plot in the manner 
described.

Reflect Bolt

Turn your opponent’s attacks against them.

Requirements: Seasoned, Deflection

If a blaster bolt misses you while you are 
Deflecting, you may choose a new target within 
range and draw a card. If you draw equal or higher 
than your initiative, the target is hit. If you draw 
lower than your initiative, the target is hit with a 
raise. 

If you spend a Bennie, you can do this with any 
Shooting or Trownattack that misses you.

Speed

Swift as the wind.

Requirements: Seasoned, Force Sensitive

Roll Use the Force.

On a success, you may double your pace until the 
end of your next turn.

With a raise, you may move your full pace as a 
Run action this turn, without incurring the multi-
action penalty.

If you spend a Bennie, at the beginning of your 
next round, you may draw two cards for initiative. 
You may take a full turn on both initiatives.

Suggestion

“These are not the droids you are looking for...”

Requirements: Force Sensitive

You may Use the Force in a Test of Wills (pg 86 
core book) against the Spirit of a living creature 
you can Sense. 

If you succeed, you may address the target with a 
reasonable suggestion which they must accept.

On a raise you may affect additional targets equal 
to your Spirit roll in the same scene.

Telekinesis

“Size matters not...”

Requirements: Veteran, Force Sensitive

When you Use the Force to Levitate an object, you 
may lift objects up to 100 times your Spirit in 
weight. Lifting massive objects require a new test 
each round.

If you roll a raise and have the Throw Edge, you 
may make a Throwing attack with the object as a 
separate action on the same round.
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Telepathy

Reach out and touch someone.

Requirements: Veteran, Force Sensitive, Empathy

You may Use the Force in a Test of Wills (pg 86 
core book) against the Spirit of a living creature 
you can Sense. 

If you succeed, you may transmit your thoughts to 
them. 

On a raise, you may also read their thoughts if they
allow it. You may spend a Bennie to overcome this 
resistance.

There is No Try

“Judge me by my size, do you?”

Requirements: Heroic, Force Sensitive

Once per scene, if you fail a test but did not roll a 
critical failure you may take a level of fatigue to 
achieve the minimum result necessary for a 
success.

Throw

Hurl distant objects. 

Requirements: Force Sensitive

Choose one and then roll Use the Force:

• You make a Throwing attack with an 
unsecured object in sight, up to 10 times 
your Spirit in weight.

• You make a ranged attack with your melee 
weapon. If you hit, replace the Strength 
damage die with Spirit. The weapon returns
to your hand at the start of your next turn.

If you threw a melee weapon, on a raise you may 
deal damage to a second target adjacent to the first 
instead of adding 1d6 to the damage roll.

Unleashed

Your power knows few limits. 

Requirements: Heroic, Force Sensitive

When you are dealt a Joker for initiative, you gain 
1 free Bennie which can only be spent on Force 
Edges or [Dark] Hindrances this turn.

The Dark Path
Some hindrances have the [Dark] descriptor. 
Anyone with Force Sensitive may spend a Bennie 
to use the [Dark] text. If you do, you are 
considered to have that hindrance until the end of 
the scene.

As usual, a GM may introduce a complication to 
the scene by playing off your hindrances.  Good RP
should reward the player with a Bennie so they can
keep boosting those Force Edges!

Repeated invocations of a [Dark] Hindrance by a 
player may result in it being permanently added to 
their character sheet. (GMs discretion)

A permanent [Dark] Hindrance can’t removed 
unless the character atones for any problems 
caused by it. The act of atonement must be pivotal 
in making it a 3 XP session. 
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Dark Hindrances

The following hindrances gain the [Dark] 
descriptor and text:

• Arrogant – [Dark] Choose a Wild Card 
you are in close combat with.  The target 
may not withdraw (page 87) unless you are 
shaken, incapacitated, or until you 
withdraw first.

• Bloodthirsty – [Dark] For the remainder of
the scene, you get +2 to your lethal damage 
against Wild Cards.

• Greedy – [Dark] When you want to make a
purchase that you cannot afford you may 
come up with 1d4 *5% [Minor] or 1d4 * 
10% [Major] of the cost in previously 
undisclosed wealth. This may only be used 
for that specific purchase and any excess 
wealth is lost. This wealth is also lost if you
don’t make the purchase during that 
session.

• Overconfident – [Dark] Once per session, 
you may place a bet on your next trait test. 
You may not spend a Bennie to re-roll this 
test. If you succeed with a raise, you win 2 
Bennies. If you fail, the GM wins a Bennie.

• Vengeful – [Dark] Use of this text does not 
cost a Bennie unless this Hindrance is not 
part of your character sheet. If you spend a 
Benny to use this text, add Vengeful to your
character sheet until you atone for it.
At the end of each session, you may bank 
your unused Bennies toward your 
vengeance of a perceived injustice (max 3). 
You may only spend these banked Bennies 
in a scene were you attempt to right this 
wrong. 

Aggression [Dark, Major]

You don’t respond well to threats.

[Major] If you are hit by an attack, you must use 
your next action to move toward or attack the 
source of that attack. If you cannot or choose not to
do either, take 1 level Fatigue.

[Dark] Armor Piercing. Ignore armor on your next
attack equal to the number of [Dark] Hindrances 
and Edges you have.

Anger [Dark, Minor]

You struggle to keep calm in the face of adversity.

[Minor] When you fail at Intimidation or 
Persuasion trait tests, or at a Test of Will, The GM 
may degrade the target’s reaction to you by one 
level per the Reaction Table (page 184, core book)

[Dark] Test of Wills. Add +1 to your Test of Wills 
or Intimidation result for each [Dark] hindrance 
and edge you have. 

Fear [Dark, Minor, Major]

You are the terror that flaps in the night.

Choose one: Fear of death or fear of failure.

[Minor] Fear of Failure. Add +2 to your rolls on 
the Fright table (page 186).
After a critical failure, re-roll the highest die from 
the failed trait test and compare the result to the 
Fright table. 

[Major] Fear of Death. Add +4 to your rolls on the
Fright table (page 186).
At the end of a combat roll 1d4 for each wound 
level and compare the total to the Fright table.  

[Dark] Suggestion. If you use the Suggestion edge 
and succeed on a Test of Wills, roll your Use the 
Force trait on the Fright table (instead of a d20) 
and inflict the result on your target.
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Dark Force Edges

Force Lightning [Dark]

Pure bolts of Force energy electrocute your foes.

Requirements: Veteran, Force Sensitive, Control

You may make an attack with Use The Force on 
any creatures within a Medium Burst Template 
adjacent to you. 

On a success, the target is automatically Shaken. 
Roll 2dX damage where X is your Use the Force 
die.

Hate [Dark]

Your hate makes you strong.

Requirements: Seasoned, Force Sensitive, Control

If you spent a Bennie to remove the Shaken 
condition from yourself, you gain a Bennie at the 
end of the current scene.

Rage [Dark]

You channel your rage into your melee attacks.

Requirements: Seasoned, Force Sensitive, 
Empathy

Increase your Wild Attack bonus to Fighting to +4.
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Authors’ Notes
Star Wars has seen many incarnations over the 
years. My vision may not match yours. I invite you
to make use of what you can and toss the rest. After
all, I made this in response to someone else’s work 
which didn’t meet our needs at the table. It would 
be arrogant to assume that I have done better by 
you.

This is the second version of my Savage Star Wars.
The first hewed much more closely to the Powers 
system in the core book. However, the 
bookkeeping involved in point-based casting added
unwelcome bookkeeping for my taste, so I folded 
all that into new Edges and Hindrances.

[Dark] Hindrances were designed to tempt the 
players. Print page 8 for them and leave it on the 
table at all times. Back them into a corner where a 
Hindrance might be of help. Make sure there are 
interesting complications for their actions if they 
take the bait.

Force Points are a thing. The obvious analog here 
is Bennies. However, this approach requires that 
your Force Users can recovers Bennies more 
quickly than normal. I’ve given you a couple ways 
to do that (Meditation, Farseeing, Overconfident), 
but you really need to make use of Hindrances to 
make the Bennie economy work. Reward the 
players liberally for taking them by making them 
matter. 

At first, the ability to Sense others was problematic
to design. Defining numerical limits for the ability 
was an unsatisfying experience. I settled on a more 
narrative approach, limiting the ability to the scene 
and the needs of the story. This may require some 
table-talk to build a communal understanding of 
how that works, but I believe it worth the effort. 
Generally, I recommend one Force check per scene

to activate Sense. Additional checks are only 
necessary if new Wild Cards (or significant detail) 
enters/leaves the scene or the characters are 
sufficiency motivated, distracted, or overwhelmed.

Farseeing and Psychometry were written to provide
opportunities to add to your story (maybe a great 
segue to an Interlude?). Invite your players to use 
them and try to involve the whole table in 
describing the vision. Make note of evocative 
descriptions for later use.

And last, you’ll notice that there is no “falling to 
the Dark Side” here. My hope is that the emergent 
role play and complications from using [Dark] 
Hindrances will do the heavy lifting here. 
Atonement too. (I’m a sucker for redeemed 
villains.) Don’t punish your players when they 
stray to the Dark Side. Reward them with action 
instead! Have it affect their visions and the way 
others look at them. If it closes one or more doors, 
make sure new ones open to the players in their 
place
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